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The background seems so complicated 

As a nation India is passing through a crisis, not of 
identity but of faith. It is a crisis that has permeated 
the political, social and most significantly of all the 
cultural life of Indians. Contemporary economic and 
scientific phenomena whizzing by at such a bewilder
ing speed have broken down the absolute values that 
the feudal age had comforted India with before colo
nisation. Even as architects we seem in the midst of 
the realm of chance, disorder, drift, idleness on the 
one hand and scientific deduction, new orders, dyna
mism and change on the other Today the contradic
tions of architecture stand between the disciplines 
of science and art because all our buildings should 

The building industry in India is still a craft. Much of the 
built form of contempotary architectllle is therefore 
unwillingly tied to the past 

Empelor Humayun's Tomb, Nell' Delhi, 1565 A,D The histOlical (vertical) plane of cognizable mchitectural influence 
across which the architect looks includes the glories of the past which include Moghul mchitecture. 
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Bhutan Embassy Built in New Delhi within the last decade A search for identity and identification with the past 
gives no clues as to how the seatch should be carried out in the future 

Guru Rakab Gani, New Delhi India's seculat chatacter 
means many communities and many styles As the 
Buddhists of today search for their identity in the past, 
the Sikh community builds its places ofwOIship 
(Gurudwara) with elements taken from the past 

be creative and also be capable of scientifically 
creating a physical environment The scientific part of 
the discipline is not so bothersome or insurmount
able, nor does it demand such a profound search 
Here the value systems are pretty well understood 
and the applications neatly allocated to contractors, 
i.e the environmental services The crisis in Indian 
architecture is in the art part of it - the form, so to 
speak. It may seem brutal and simplistic to talk of 
such divisions as science and art in architecture, but 
let us say that this is a convenient analytical device 
which I would like to use to try and get to the issue 
of our search for identity in architecture. 

The ancient culture of the Indian sub-continent con
fuses the Indian's choice today because there are 
people living in India who are still in the stone age and 
also others who are making silicon semiconductor 
devices. Indians live simultaneously with their beg
gars, their own satellites, and Indian cosmonauts It 
is as if these five thousand years were all around 
them. Then, India is a secular state with tribal beliefs 
mixed with Hindu, Christian, Islamic, Buddhist and 
Sikh faiths. So there is no single state religion, no 
dominant religious community, and so the rulers can
not use the weapon of fundamentalism or religion to 
arrest the crisis of faith 

The architect in search of identity 

In architecture, as in all visual arts, there is a search 
for identity As individuals, as social beings we are 
being affected by the crisis of faith, but as architects 
the search is for a sense of identity in built form This 
search is simultaneously being carried out on two 
planes the "vertical" or historical plane and the 
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Public Housing, Delhi Development Authority, 1982 
On the contemporary horizontal plane the architect works on problems which in the past were left to people to do 
spontaneously 

Hyatt Regency Hotel, New Delhi, designed by Jashir Sawhney 
Another contemporary ploblem, unknown in the past where the search for identity becomes confined to facia elements 
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Walker's Plaza, Colombo, Ceylon This inevitable 
proposed multistorey towerblock designed by The GRUP 
in 1980 identified firmly with modernism 
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"horizontal" or contemporary plane. In simple terms 
the ruling cultural landmarks of the historical plane 
are: a Hindu culture from the thirteenth century B.c. 
till today, a Buddhist culture from the fifth century 
B.C. to the twelfth century A.D., and Islamic culture 
from the twelfth century A.D. to the eighteenth 
century A.D., a colonial culture from the eighteenth 
century A.D. to the mid-twentieth century and then 
independence for thirty six years. This is the Indian 
heritage. 

On the contemporary plane, as architects, we are 
working for homeless, landless, farm labourers and 
attempting to find solutions in mud that cost less 
than a hundred dollars a dwelling. We are working 
simultaneously on construction costs of three dollars 
a square foot and fifty dollars a square foot. But we 
are also designing and supervising silicon chip fac
tories filled with computers. This is the plane across 
which the architect works. 

The search for identity in our architecture lies in 
creating the buildings of the horizontal (contempor
ary) plane which will recognise and develop out of 
the historical (vertical) plane and not purely but of 
modernism. 

The colonial process in India squeezed out the ethnic creativenessJorce fed European culture and hypnotised the middle-class 
to identify with metropolitan London. Left Poster in Amsterdam Right Statue of hypnotist at Goa house, New Delhi 
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Modernism 

Modern architecture (or all that went on under the 
name of ClAM and the International style) turned its 
back on cultural continuity in building style This was 
nothing unusual. Modern medicine turned its back 
on traditional medicinal practice, modern science 
turned its back on phenomena which were not verifi
able by emperical experiments, modern painting turn
ed its back on figurative art. All these events took 

India gave Edwin Lutyens the opportunity to make a grand historical gesture. The presence of such magnificent colonial 
architecture in the midst of Delhi transforms the consciousness of Indian architects who are searching for identity. Lutyens 
himself gave a unique identity to his buildings by stewing together Italian, Greek, Indian and English architectural elements. 
Top, left Entry to north block Secretariat Complex, New Delhi. Top, right Greek authoritarian columns of south block 
Secretariat Complex, New Delhi Above Guard room Presidential Palace 
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place within a very short span oftime and it was neces
sary for modernism to do this so that it could consoli
date its identity and beliefs without being diluted by 
historical incumberances. All the fundamental beliefs 
in modernism were primarily based on the rejection of 
the old in every form. But today, gradually this same 
puritanical modernism is widening its ground to take 
in post modernism in architecture, acupuncture and 
herbal treatments in medicine, extra sensory percep
tion in science and super realism in painting. 

In architecture therefore there is a growing search 
for cultural continuity. There are searches for images 
which evoke familiar feelings There is a conscious 
effort to re-establish the broken links between the 
conscious and the unconscious which modernism had 
damaged. In the case of India, no cultural invasion 
had buried our own traditions so suddenly as the Bri
tish colonial presence. The Hindu, Buddhist and 
Islamic traditions had taken centuries to grow into 
the fabric of India, but the colonial experience was 
different. Unlike in many other Asian and Middle 
Eastern countries, the colonial process in India killed 
and buried the ethnic creativeness by the introduction 
of the English language, which had to be spoken by 
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the native intelligentsia to advance itself. By switching 
to English they had to abandon their cultural roots 
and adopt instead the metropolitan culture of Lon
don, with its trousers and braces and laces and shoes 
and chairs and knives and forks and bacon and eggs. 
Just as the Indian miniature and mural painting was 
replaced by the easel and canvas and oil paint and 
wood frame, so too in architecture, there was a radical 
shift in the aesthetic position to adopt the goodies 
that modernism offered in steel, glass and concrete on 
the one hand and avenue, roundabouts and bunga
lows on the other. The spearhead of the colonial in
road was a superior technology, the weapon of con
quest that the Industrial Revolution had produced. 
The traditional towns of India were viewed with 
mistrust, the mistrust of settlements living close to 
each other, depending on each other, of intimate 
market squares and narrow streets. All these were 
native ghettos, and to be avoided. Instead, sewerage, 
and transportation and law and order took 
precedence. And so were born in India the canton
ment, the civil lines and eventually a new capital city, 
the city of New Delhi 

However, even after 1947, when the British had left 

Capital Complex, Chandigarh by Le Corbusier {rom where, like in colonial times justice descends upon the 
people from above. 
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India, the same ideology permeates its sense of town 
and city. There were three significant occasions on 
which master architects were imported into India to 
reinforce, with architectural images, the authority 
of the state First came Lutyens, then came Le Corbu
sier and last of all, Louis Kahn. Each architect was 
given the opportunity and took upon himself the role 
of making a grand historical gesture that would awe 
the people with the power of the state. Each time the 
architect was transformed from his earlier career, each 
time he was staggered by the actual size of his commis
sion. Each time the buildings were carried to poetical 
heights and removed from the people. Government 
was seen to descend from above as it had done in 
colonial times In Delhi the capital complex was 
placed on Raisana Hill, in Chandigarh it was removed 
to the northern foothills and in Dhaka it was isolated 
from surrounding buildings. And so the Indian under
stood that the West considers itself superior, and so, 
like any colonial subject he wanted above all to prove 
to the West at all cost the richness of his thought and 
equal value of the intellect. It is this thought that 
primarily dominates the course oflndian architecture 
even today. 

Which tunnel will lead to the light? 

However the second and third generation of post 
colonial architects seem to be more relaxed, and a 
rather awkward and restless search for identity has 
already produced different kinds of buildings. They 
are no doubt most of them awkward, ecclectic and 
even down right bad, but what is significant is that 
all this is the beginning of the search into one's own 
identity. 

Unfortunately, however, the problem of identifying 
Indian roots is not easy at all. Let us look at one of 
the earliest temples on the Indian sub-continent - the 
landial temple at Taxila, in modern-day Pakistan, 
built in the second century B.C. along the lines of a 
Greek temple Or take a look at the architecture of 
Angkor in Kampuchea - is it Kampuchean or In
dian? Or for that matter take a look at a Lutyens 
building - is it English, Italian or Indian? 

Travel and media have already demolished traditional 
cultural enclosures. It is also beginning to become 
clear that we should not be caught up in the false pro
blem of trying to discover ancient Indian aesthetics 
as a direction for the future. In architecture, and 
perhaps in other arts too, the innovations in form 
will be brought about by an orchestration of world 
wide symbols and visual signs. The future innovations 
in architectural form will be able to use the entire 
world wide vocabulary of visual effects and at the 
same time reach backwards and forwards through 
history to draw upon inspiration I think that it is 
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Jandial Temple at Taxila, Northern Pakistan. A 
Buddhist shrine built (in the second century BC) on the 
Indian sub-continent in the Greek style The search for 
national identity in the past usually leads to confusion 

Hindu temple, Angkor, Kampuchea 969 A.D Is the 
identity of this Indian or Kampuchean? 
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Middle class houses in Delhi built in this decade Architects search (or regional identity in their efforts to try and combine 
architectural elements drawn from the past Above, left Blick house, Delhi Architect Sareen. Above, right Chakravarty 
House, Delhi, 1976 Chimney of the past exaggerated as humourous bUilding element designed by The GRUP 
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Museum Tlivandrum, Kerala Use of domestic thatch and style projected to a public building which was once a 
palace Identity can be added by locating identifiable building elements to a neutral form, but is this the real 
way to search for an identity? 

Belgian Embassy, New Delhi, 1984 A building conceived by sculptor Satish Gujral, consciously avoiding the modern 
vocabulary of at chitecture and looking for identity in a totally different direction 
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Sun House, Japan, 1979 and Jantar Manta!, Delhi 
FutUle innovations in architecture will use a 1\'0/ ld-wide vocabulary of visual effects 

important for us to reqlember that the intuitive aspect 
of architecture is conditioned in part by historical 
links because it dips into that vast pool of the histori
cal subconscious, of the sense of beauty. This subcon
scious is very deep, and formulated by a process be
ginning at birth. It is also something that cannot be 
arbitrarily cut off and replaced by a fresh subcon
scious overnight. Modernism certainly succeeded in 
doing this in Europe, but then Europe as an indus
trialised continent had barely emerged from a bar
baric culture a thousand years ago. It is significant 
that the urbanisation process in Asia has barely begun 
and the volume of building being carried out in this 

part of the world is so enormous that the new direc
tions in architecture will emerge here. The urban 
saturation of the first world has virtually halted the 
building process and converted it instead to reno
vation Can we therefore not be confident that the 
new directions in architecture are going to emerge 
here amongst us? Have we not already started open
ing the pages ofMIMAR before those of "Progressive 
Architecture"? 

All photographs courtesy of Romi Khosla 
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